T he day after Christmas, 2006, a surgeon published her words of regret over conversations she avoided with a man on whom she had operated for colon cancer. During surgery it was clear that the cancer had grown into the pelvic sidewalls, and surgically there was nothing more to be done. This surgeon's patient sent her Christmas cards every year for three years longer than she had ever expected him to live. She never responded. She disconnected him. Then one year, no Christmas card came, none the next year, or the year after either. The surgeon writes of how she found excuses not to write to her patient. Her real reason, she frankly admits, is that she was afraid to admit her patient was dying. She writes about how many of her colleagues are unwilling or unable to talk with dying patients, and she titled her article: "The Most-Avoided Conversation in Medicine" (2) .
I write these few words to explore why it is that we disconnect ourselves from the dying-when we indeed do that-and why we leave them, like the old man down the beach, staring with disconnected eyes at a future they can hardly comprehend, listening for a voice when all they can hear is the earphone's silence. Why is it that we try to escape into silence, if not into sheer absence, when we must professionally face people who are about to lose everything; people who are hearing deep within themselves "an infant groan and an infant fear" (3) when haunting questions and frightening uncertainties arise to which there seem to be no answers and no responses; when life, all of a sudden, seems to them to have and to make no sense at all?
To reflect on these questions about the most avoided conversations in medicine, I seek guidance from a playwright and from a poet, from Samuel Beckett and from William Blake (1757-1827), two thinkers who explored the heights and the depths of the human spirit.
Why? Did Samuel Beckett Know Why?
Samuel Beckett, awarded the 1969 Nobel Prize in literature, peered long and hard into the Down tile beach an old man stares toith disconnected eyes & listens to the earphone's silence Andrew J. Gay (1) deep and dark spaces of the human spirit, those lonely empty spaces within which senselessness seems to be the only voice and word to be heard. Beckett observed and mercilessly depicted the failure of human beings to communicate, to attend to one another's soul, a failure echoing the pointlessness of life that people strive to make meaningful.
Beckett's play "Waiting for Godot" (English version, 1956) expresses his poignant view of the human condition, his experience of the bankruptcy of human hopes, philosophies, beliefs, and endeavours (4) . In October, 2006, Harold Pinter, also a Nobel Prize laureate in literature, performed Beckett's play "Krapp's Last Tape". Pinter's performance, very likely his last given his struggle with esophageal cancer, chillingly amplified Beckett's bleak vision of human life. Towards the end of the play, Pinter in the role of Krapp soundlessly moves his lips, and the lips say: "Past midnight. Never knew such silence. The earth might be uninhabited" (5) .
Such silence! Beckett's play is so powerful that when a performance ends, often that is all there is, just silence, said Ian Rickson, director of the theater where Pinter performed. His performance, said Gillian Hanna was beyond acting. The coming together of Beckett's play and Pinter's performance transported her out of the theatre and up onto an icy steppe. If the stage direction for this play is that Krapp should brood, Benedict Nightingale said that Pinter in that role brooded with an intensity signaling the loss of hope, self-contempt, and a deep inner bleakness. Of Pinter transformed into Krapp, Benedict Nightingale (The Times of London) also wrote: "This is an old man's last-gasp search for a meaning he knows he'll never find." Henry Woolf, a school friend of Pinter's, was in the audience for Pinter's performance that night in October. His reaction: "What I felt was a great sadness at the leaking of my own life into the eternal drainpipe, and Harolds's too, of course." (6) Well, did Samuel Beckett know why we disconnect the dying? Could it be because we just • cannot bear to shiver and tremble in the bleak, empty, and cold silence that Beckett discovered in the heart of human experience; in the heart of those on a last-gasp search for meaning they know they'll never find?
Why? Because We Can't See What Blake Saw?
William Blake was one of Dylan Thomas's "wild men who caught and sang the sun in flight" (7) . Blake had his own unique idea about perception and vision, and seeing through mere appearances. His idea was that we see not with the eye, but through the eye, as we see through a window. If our vision is limited to what we see with the eye, we will come to believe a lie.
This Lifes dim Windows of the Soul Distorts the Heavens from Pole to Pole And Leads you to Believe a Lie When you see with not thro [through] the Eye That was born in a night to perish in a night When the Soul slept in the beams of Light (8)
And what does Blake see when he looks not with the eye, but through the eye? When the sun rises, does he see a round disk of fire? Oh no, no, he says: "1 see an Innumerable company of the Heavenly host crying Holy Holy Holy is the Lord God Almighty." (9) Blake, a wild man, indeed, who caught and sang the sun in flight. What does he strive to see not with but through the eye?
To see a World in a Grain of Sand And a Heaven in a Wild Flower Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand And Eternity in an hour (10)
Pinter's performance of Krapp's Last Tape awakened feelings of deep sadness at the bleak, cold silence in the heart of humanity. Of the sadness and sorrow of babes and birds Blake asks: On Connecting With the Dying Samuel Beckett's old man in a last-gasp search for a meaning he knows he'll never find and (not versus) William Blake's old man, feeble and tottering, but not in spirit and life, not in the real man, the imagination which liveth for ever.... We are both these "old men", whatever our gender or our age. And it is somewhere along the tension between these two realities of humanity-at times closer to Beckett, at times closer to Blake-that we can bear to connect with, and to stay with, the dying.
